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Abstract

This short note describes an improvement to the �rst two of the three public

key cryptosystems proposed by Zheng and Seberry� which are provably secure

against chosen ciphertext attacks� The improvement removes a shortcoming

with the original cryptosystems� which occurs when they are used for both

con�dentiality and sender authentication purposes�

� Introduction

Zheng and Seberry presented in �ZS��� three practical public key cryptosystems that

are secure against chosen ciphertext attacks� These cryptosystems are the �rst which

feature both practicality and provable security against chosen ciphertext attacks� and

have attracted notable attention from the research community �BR��� LL���� In

particular� main ideas in �ZS��� have been further developed by Bellare and Rogaway

to design practical digital signature schemes and zero�knowledge protocols in �BR����

In addition to their practicality and provable security� another attractive feature of

the cryptosystems is that they can be employed in such applications as electronic mail

systems and �nancial transactions� where both con�dentiality and sender authenticity

of messages are required� However� as was pointed out by Lim and Lee �LL����

when the �rst two cryptosystems are used for checking messages	 origin� their sender






authentication capability might be compromised by an �inside� enemy who can obtain

pairs of message and ciphertext�

The main cause for this potential problem lies in the fact that during the enci�

phering process� a sender	s secret information does not participate in the creation of

a tag� As was noticed in �LL���� the shortcoming can be easily removed by letting

the seed to the cryptographically strong pseudo�random number generator G be part

of the input to the one�way hash function h or the universal hash function hs�� A

similar technique has been employed in encryption algorithms presented in �BR����

In the following we �rst introduce notations to be used� and then describe how to

change the two cryptosystems so that they get rid of the potential problem� For

completeness� the third cryptosystem proposed Zheng and Seberry is also included in

the descriptions�

� Notation

The cryptosystems are reminiscent of the Di�e�Hellman cryptosystem �DH��� and

El Gamal cryptosystem �ElG��� in their use of a n�bit public� prime p and a public�

generator g of the multiplicative group GF p�� of the �nite �eld GF p�� Here n is a

security parameter which is greater than �
� bits� while the prime p must be chosen

such that p� 
 has a large prime factor �LO�
�� In this note the alphabet � � f�� 
g

will be employed� and jxj denotes length of a string x over �� Concatenation of string

are denoted using the �jj� symbol and the bit�wise XOR operations of two strings is

symbolized using ���� The notation x�i���j� i � j� is used to indicate the substring

obtained by taking the bits of string x from the i�th bit xi� to the j�th bit xj�� The

action of choosing an element x randomly and uniformly from a set S is denoted by

x�RS� It should be noted that there is a natural one�to�one correspondence from

strings in �n to elements in the �nite �eld GF �n�� and from strings in �n to integers

in ��� �n � 
��

Other notations are as follows� G denotes a cryptographically strong pseudo�

random string generator that stretches an n�bit input string into an output string

whose length can be an arbitrary polynomial in n� Two examples ofG follow� The �rst

example is STRANDOM �Zhe���� a generator based on a one�way hash function called

HAVAL �ZPS���� Like its parent HAVAL� STRANDOM is very fast and extremely

suitable for software implementation�

The second example is the generator based on the di�culty of computing discrete

logarithms in �nite �elds �BM��� LW��� Per���� This generator produces Ologn�

bits output at each exponentiation� Compared with STRANDOM� this generator

is much slower� although its security or strength� can be formally proven under a

reasonable assumption�

All messages to be encrypted are chosen from the set �P �n�� where P n� is an
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arbitrary polynomial with P n� �� n� Padding can be used for messages of length less

than n bits� The polynomial � � �n� speci�es the length of tags�

In the algorithms to be shown in the following� we assume that Bob a sender�

wants to send a P n��bit message m to Alice a receiver� whose secret�public key pair

is xA� yA�� Here Alice	s secret key xA is an element chosen randomly from �
� p� 
�

and her public key is yA � gxA mod p� Bob encrypts his messages using an enci�

phering algorithm� while Alice decrypts ciphertexts received using the corresponding

deciphering algorithm� It is not necessary for Bob to have a pair of secret and public

keys� unless sender authentication is required see the following sections��

Following the notation in �ZS���� the �rst cryptosystem will be called Cowh� the

second Cuhf and the third Csig�

� On Cowh

This cryptosystem employs two cryptographic primitives� a cryptographically strong

pseudo�random string generator denoted by G and a one�way hash function denoted

by h� As discussed in Section �� G expands a relatively short random input into a

output of desired length� while guaranteeing the pseudo�randomness of the output

string� In contrast� h compresses an arbitrarily long input string into an ��bit output

string� STRANDOM is an example of G �Zhe���� while HAVAL is an example of

h �ZPS����

��� Original Cowh

Algorithm � EowhyA� p� g�m�


� x�R�
� p� 
��

�� z � GyxA mod p�������P�����

�� t � hm��

�� c� � gx mod p�

�� c� � z � m jj t��

�� output c�� c���

end
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Algorithm � DowhxA� p� g� c�� c��


� z� � GcxA� mod p�������P�����

�� w � z� � c��

�� m� � w�����P ��

�� t� � w��P�������P�����

�� if hm�� � t� then

output m��

else

output ���

end

In the above description� the ��� symbol denotes the empty string�

Now suppose that Bob� the sender� also has a pair of secret and public keys

denoted by xB� yB�� where xB is chosen from �
� p�
� uniformly at random and yB �

gxB mod p� Then the cryptosystem can be enhanced with a sender authentication

capability by the following changes�

� add xB to the input parameter list of Eowh� and yB to the input parameter list

of Dowh�

� change the step � of the enciphering algorithm to

��� z � GyxB�xA mod p�������P������

� change the step 
 of the deciphering algorithm to

�
� z� � GyB � c��
xA mod p�������P������

The sender authentication capability guarantees that no third party can create a

legal ciphertext between Alice and Bob� The capability� however� might be compro�

mised by an attacker who can obtain �inside� information� namely� pairs of message

and ciphertext between Alice and Bob� We look more closely at this insider at�

tack� Assume that the attacker has a message�ciphertext pair m� c�� c���� As m is

known� t � hm� can be calculated� Thus the pseudo�random one�time pad z can

be extracted� Now let m� �� m is an arbitrary message� The attacker can calculate

t� � hm��� and hence c�� � z � m� jj t��� Clearly� c�� c
�

�� is a legal ciphertext

between Alice and Bob� This shows that the attacker can impersonate either Alice

or Bob�

It should be stressed that the above problem is associated only with authentica�

tion� and it does not have any in�uence on the security of the cryptosystem against

chosen ciphertext attacks when it is used solely for message con�dentiality�
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��� Improved Cowh

The potential impersonation problem shown above is remedied if the tag t depends

also on the sender	s secret information xB� without knowing which the tag can not

be created�

Algorithm � E�

owhyA� p� g�m�


� x�R�
� p� 
��

�� r � yxA mod p�

�� z � Gr�������P�����

�� t � hm jj r��

�� c� � gx mod p�

�� c� � z � m jj t��

�� output c�� c���

end

Algorithm � D�

owhxA� p� g� c�� c��


� r� � cxA� mod p�

�� z� � Gr��������P�����

�� w � z� � c��

�� m� � w�����P ��

�� t� � w��P�������P�����

�� if hm� jj r�� � t� then

output m��

else

output ���

end

Note the order of computing hm jj r�� the messagem is compressed �rst� followed

by the seed r�

The cryptosystem can be enhanced with a sender authentication capability� if

Bob also has a pair of secret and public keys� xB� yB�� For the convenience of future

reference� the enhanced cryptosystem is described in a separate section�
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��� Improved Cowh with Sender Authentication

Algorithm � E�

owhxB� yA� p� g�m�


� x�R�
� p� 
��

�� r � yxB�xA mod p�

�� z � Gr�������P�����

�� t � hm jj r��

�� c� � gx mod p�

�� c� � z � m jj t��

�� output c�� c���

end

Algorithm � D�

owhxA� yB� p� g� c�� c��


� r� � yB � c��
xA mod p�

�� z� � Gr��������P�����

�� w � z� � c��

�� m� � w�����P ��

�� t� � w��P�������P�����

�� if hm� jj r�� � t� then

output m��

else

output ���

end

� On Cuhf

Like Cowh� this cryptosystem uses a cryptographically strong pseudo�random string

generator G� It also uses a universal class of hash functions �CW��� WC�
�� An

example of universal classes of hash functions is the collection of all k�variable a�ne

functions on GF ���� A function hs in the class has the form of hsx�� x�� � � � � xk� �
Pk

i�� aixi � b� where a�� a�� � � � � ak� b are elements from GF ���� while x�� x�� � � � � xk
are variables in GF ���� Note that a function in H compresses k��bit input into ��bit

output strings� and itself is speci�ed by k � 
 elements from GF ��� i�e�� k � 
��
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bits�� By padding to input strings� functions in the class can compress strings whose

lengths are not exactly k��

Cuhf has the same potential problem when it is employed for authentication pur�

poses� and the problem is removed in the same way as that for Cowh�

��� Original Cuhf

The original cryptosystem assumes a universal class of hash functions which map P �

bit input into ��bit output strings� where P is the length of messages� Each function

hs in the class is speci�ed by a string of exactly Q� bits�

Algorithm � EuhfyA� p� g�m�


� x�R�
� p� 
��

�� r � yxA mod p�

�� z � Gr������P ��

�� s � Gr���P�������P�Q����

�� c� � gx mod p�

�� c� � hsm��

�� c� � z �m�

�� output c�� c�� c���

end

Algorithm � DuhfxA� p� g� c�� c�� c��


� r� � cxA� mod p�

�� z� � Gr�������P ��

�� s� � Gr����P�������P�Q����

�� m� � z� � c��

�� if hs�m�� � c� then

output m��

else

output ���

end
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��� Improved Cuhf

To improve the original cryptosystem� we assume a universal class of hash functions

which map P�n�bit input into ��bit output strings� where P is the length of messages

and n is the length of the prime p� Each function hs in the class is speci�ed by a

string of exactly Q� bits�

Algorithm � E�

uhfyA� p� g�m�


� x�R�
� p� 
��

�� r � yxA mod p�

�� z � Gr������P ��

�� s � Gr���P�������P�Q����

�� c� � gx mod p�

�� c� � hsm jj r��

�� c� � z �m�

�� output c�� c�� c���

end

Algorithm �	 D�

uhfxA� p� g� c�� c�� c��


� r� � cxA� mod p�

�� z� � Gr�������P ��

�� s� � Gr����P�������P�Q����

�� m� � z� � c��

�� if hs�m�� � c� then

output m� jj r��

else

output ���

end

��� Improved Cuhf with Sender Authentication

Like the improved cryptosystem Cowh� Bob� the sender� is required to have a secret�

public key pair xB� yB�� if sender authentication is to be achieved by Cuhf �
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Algorithm �� E�

uhfxB� yA� p� g�m�


� x�R�
� p� 
��

�� r � yxB�xA mod p�

�� z � Gr������P ��

�� s � Gr���P�������P�Q����

�� c� � gx mod p�

�� c� � hsm jj r��

�� c� � z �m�

�� output c�� c�� c���

end

Algorithm �� D�

uhfxA� yB� p� g� c�� c�� c��


� r� � yB � c��
xA mod p�

�� z� � Gr�������P ��

�� s� � Gr����P�������P�Q����

�� m� � z� � c��

�� if hs�m�� � c� then

output m� jj r��

else

output ���

end

� On Csig

The potential attack on Cowh and Cuhf discussed above does not apply to the third

cryptosystem Csig� The cryptosystem is included here for future reference�

This cryptosystem also employs a cryptographically strong pseudo�random string

generator G and a one�way hash function h�
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Algorithm �� EsigyA� p� g�m�


� x�R�
� p� 
��

�� k�R�
� p� 
� such that gcdk� p� 
� � 
�

�� r � yx�kA mod p�

�� z � Gr������P ��

�� c� � gx mod p�

�� c� � gk mod p�

�� c� � hm�� xr��k mod p� 
��

�� c	 � z �m�

�� output c�� c�� c�� c	��

end

Algorithm �� DsigxA� p� g� c�� c�� c�� c	�


� r� � c� � c��
xA mod p�

�� z� � Gr�������P ��

�� m� � z� � c	�

�� if gh�m
�� � cr

�

� � cc�� mod p� then

output m��

else

output ���

end

When Bob has a secret�public key pair xB� yB�� a sender authentication capability

can be added to the cryptosystem by replacing the random number x with Bob	s secret

key xB� Here is the system with a sender authentication capability�
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Algorithm �� EsigxB� yA� p� g�m�


� k�R�
� p� 
� such that gcdk� p� 
� � 
�

�� r � yxB�kA mod p�

�� z � Gr������P ��

�� c� � gk mod p�

�� c� � hm�� xBr��k mod p� 
��

�� c	 � z �m�

�� output c�� c�� c	��

end

Note that a ciphertext has only three� but not four� parts c�� c� and c	�

Algorithm �� DsigxA� yB� p� g� c�� c�� c	�


� r� � yB � c��
xA mod p�

�� z� � Gr�������P ��

�� m� � z� � c	�

�� if gh�m
�� � yr

�

B � cc�� mod p� then

output m��

else

output ���

end

Clearly� when enhanced with a sender authentication capability� the cryptosys�

tem degenerates to a system employing both probabilistic encryption �BG��� and

El Gamal	s digital signature �ElG����

E�ciency of Csig can be improved by adapting Schnorr	s digital signature scheme �Sch�
��

or SHS �Nat���� instead of El Gamal	s�

In the case where the sender has more computing power than the receiver or

simply is willing to do more computation� the calculation of cc�� mod p can be carried

out by the sender� This has been pointed out in �HZ����
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